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About This Game

"Animal Lover is a comedic triumph of a visual novel [...]"
-Candice Shane, Loot Crate

"...the only romance game I’ve played that has made me cry."
-Kurosama Reviews

"This game knows how to make you laugh, but it will also break your heart."
-Chloe Spencer, Kotaku

"Not a bad time, I've definitely played worse."
-Generalized summary of the Steam reviews

Animal Lover is a dating sim/visual novel where you will play a young woman trying to cure five beefy, attractive men from
being turned into animals forever! Woah! It's funny, it's sad, it's weird! It's got cute boys! What else does it have going on?

Unique brand of comedy!
A grounded, heart-felt and well-received story!
Characters with >30 visible emotions!
>150,000 words!
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Original soundtrack including both electronic and acoustic tracks!
No furries! Don't let the title fool you!
Simulates the act of dating!

Comedy! Romance! Drama! Mystery! Animal Lover!
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Title: Animal Lover
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Trainwreck Studios
Publisher:
Trainwreck Studios
Release Date: 14 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

English
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Vanilla side scrolling platformer. When I altered the key bindings to do WASD and green light with Numpad enter key I
encountered fatal bug where I couldn't progress. Have 'green light on' shows green plank but game interprets as though a green
wall in the way so can't jump onto platform and can't go back - quite literally nowhere to go.

Why would default key bindings have people crossing over their hands at such awkward position and then upon changing it to a
standard form (WASD) it doesn't work?

Unless you're a contortionist the game is effectively only playable with a gamepad.. CO-OP is dead, and the difficulty is
broken.. It's dinosaurs vs. bbq.. what's not to like? :D. I've started this game multiple times...each time with the idea that I was
actually going to play through the game this time... and each time I got so bored I walked away from it to find something more
interesting to do, like maybe washing dishes...or clean the bathroom...

Pros:

Best sleep aid ever...

Cons:

Best sleep aid ever.... Don't bother. It's stupidly easy. You're never asked to actually solve the murder. Instead, Poirot figures
everything out on his own and you're really just along for the ride. The sections that ask you to identify and analyze clues are
extremely leading so that it's nearly impossible to get them wrong. There are sections that have you solve more standard logic
and spacial reasoning puzzles to open chests and the like, and these are probably the most fun part of the game, but they're really
not good enough to justify the rather bland detective work that comes between them.

If you're really in it for the Agatha Christie aesthetic, I'm afraid you'll be disappointed there as well. The Telltale art style
doesn't serve it well, the voice acting is awful, and it's hard to appreciate the environments with the clunky 3D point-and-click
movements.

Altogether, the game is too easy, you will never really solve the case, and the non-gameplay elements are disappointing as well. I
simply can't recommend it.. Got this game near its release from early access and absolutely love it! Recommended for lovers of
Marble Blast and other marble games. The physics are some of the best of the genre promoting speed but also control. If you
love competing for leaderboard spots this situation the game for you. Hands down, this is a great route, the attention to detail is
amazing. I rode the 5:25am out of Aurora for 5 years and I can say that it is spot on (really cool that it had the exact train that I
use to ride). The Aurora to Chicago Pt 1 and Pt 2 I even cloned and changed the weather to autumn instead of winter and
snowing so that I could enjoy the realism. The scenarios that I have played so far are full of AI. This is the first DLC that I
purchased without a sale and have not been disappointed. Salute to the developers of this route!. Fantastic little physics-based
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game. Fair selection of levels, genuinely quite a challenging game and the carnage is highly satisfying.

Definitely one to look out for in a sale!. Decent on rails shooter. Bad voice acting , gun sounds, and very sterotypical "murica
ftw plot and characters" but the game itself it maybe worth the low asking price (5 usd) and definitely worth it during a discount
or part of a bundle if you are looking for a on rails shooter. So sad to see this game go. Hopefully someone with some skills
picks it up and brings it back to life. Has so much potential. Logged over 6k hours. No other game compaired.
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This is a good game if you are learning Japanese.. Surprisingly fun! B rate movie fun. Worth checking out for sure. Played first
few levels and decided to recomend it. Great atmosphere created perfectly in VR. I'm glad I checked it out.. I honestly dont
know why all the roasting and flaming about the game..

10\/10 for the game, awsome experience and HUUUUUUGEEEEEE potential to the game itself I just hope that developers
dont quit on it coz baby I am HOOKED AF 32 in few day , really fun with friends..

gj dev team you have smth rly awsome here..

- make food to be rot over time- add freezer object for food storage ( or atleast for fresh meat )
- More npcs and wildlife neutral and hostile
- bigger and harder to get skill and talent tree
- passive perks for classes would be nice
- and i would def add more harder modes for survival, food and water on extreme is still way to easy to handle..

I would compare this game to The Forest ( which is imo top game i have ever played ) but infinite potential for expansion

people , buy EA support the devs , make this game happen !. Well done documentary on how Atari shaped the video game and
home console industry. Good production and a large amount of commentary from many industry names. Enjoyed this very
much.. --oo-- Look I like the game but I don't like the controls we don't have alien hands to shoot .The game is not fun the way
the controls are now. mixed on recommend yes or no. Ok, first, I'm giving a nod to DTM for another good model. However, I'm
listing this as NOT RECOMMENDED for a couple reasons, and since there's no "Mixed" options.
The physics and speed of this are broken, badly. Normally for me, I start out at Notch 3 or 4 on a ascending grade, like the 1.1%
of Altoona's passenger platform. Unfortunately, I had to IMMEDIATELY START OUT IN NOTCH 8 JUST TO GET
MOVING. On top of that, going up the 1.8% grade that makes up the east end of the Horseshoe Curve route, I was struggling to
top 18 amph (12-15 mph at above 2%,) And once I crested at the tunnel, I had to watch in morbid fascination as my speed
dropped from 45mph to 25mph once the descending grade evened out from 1.5 to 0.5%. Keep in mind, I hadn't touched the
throttle at all since starting the scenario. And even then, when I finally came to a stop at Slope, I was 90 seconds behind the
listed benchmark time. In face, I was late the entire scenario.
I was 7 seconds behind the penalty limit at MG tower, then 54 seconds behind at AR interlocking just east of Galitzan tunnel
(pretty sure I misspelled that), 39 seconds behind at MO interlocking near Cresson, and 77 seconds behind at the ending stop
@Slope, making my total score 829 of 1000, staying Run8 the entire time. The Steam user 'Dr_Trenchcoat' labeled it right when
saying that the engine physics make it feel like the train brakes were applied and dragging then entire time.

DTM, if you find this review, please fix this problem. To me, your best was your original SP SD45 (the non-Tunnel motor). I
know you're capable of matching that, and probably surpassing it, so please release and update for this ASAP so that this can be
as good as your Baldwin RF-16 Freight Sharks.. Being a fan of Operation Wolf and Thunderbolt, I've always wanted a more
modern version of the genre, and this certainly solves the need.

There are a few problems with it - there are no real graphic options, and it does expect you to play in a window for some reason
(which affects collision detection). You do have the option to play in full screen although you can only choose to do so before
the game starts.

There is no proper way to exit tthe program in full screen mode either.. I played the intro to the game, where you are attempting
to land your rover in the correct landing zone. The first time, I missed the landing zone so I tried again. This time, I positioned
my shadow dead center of the target and still missed. when I restarted again, the ground turned white and my computer lagged
like crazy. This game is filled with little things that degrade the overall quality of it. First, the graphics are not great, 32 bit + bad
animation didn't make the game amazing. The menu screen is very bad; it looks like what you'd normally play on an arcade
machine, not a game you spent 8 dollars on. Second, this game is incredibly underwhelming. Knowing that an 8 dollar game
usually meant that the game was good, coupled with the not so bad intro video, I had high hopes going into it. Then I was
greeting with bad graphics, a menu screen that looks completely 2D and looked like it was made back when computers were the
size of bookshelves, and some not so great game play, with the bad animation, and the fact that you cannot move your camera
view around and try to adjust your trajectory accordingly. I wish this game was better, because I really liked the premise of it,
and that's what led me to buying the game, but it wasn't what it was chalked up to be in the slightest.. I am rubber, you are glue
 YOU WILL LOVE THIS GREAT GAME TOO! 
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